
VOLUNTEER JOB DESCRIPTION

TITLE: Family Friend Volunteer for Widowed Parent Relief Project

OBJECTIVE: To walk alongside a grieving parent, meeting them where they are in the grieving process, as one
works to alleviate everyday stressors and help build an enduring community support system for the parent.

SUMMARY OF POSITION: A Family Friend’s role is to check in on the parent for ongoing needs, assist in finding
and referring parent to local services, assist in finding a support/prayer group (if that is a wish of the parent),
remain apprised of changes in the parent's situation and serve not only as a liaison between the parent and WPRP
board, but also as a liaison between the parent and the community. One of the main focuses for a Family Friend is
ensuring the services WPRP offers are being fulfilled with integrity and positively affecting the parent and
children. It is the intention that the Family Friend remain, at minimum, a solid support person to the parent within
the community for the duration of the services received from WPRP, typically, one year. Volunteers will be
encouraged to go above and beyond the programs WPRP offers and be a true advocate for the parent in the
community, finding supporters in the local area that can assist in varying needs as they arise. An underlying goal
of a Family Friend is to build up a community of supporters that allow the parent to eventually become
independent of the services offered by WPRP, thriving on their own through community support. Family Friends
and parents work together to find community members who can provide whatever the varying needs that WPRP
doesn’t provide. This may include, but is not limited to, referring to other organizations, reaching out to local
community members to complete household maintenance or projects, find or provide car maintenance, or any
other unique need that presents itself while being served by WPRP. WPRP will provide technology as a vehicle of
two-way communication between the parent and supporters to aid in these tasks. We partner you with another
Family Friend Volunteer to share the burden of tasks, thereby only estimating the time commitment to be about
4-5 hours a month (not including training).

RESPONSIBILITIES with Parent:
1. Check in on the parent (monthly, at a minimum) for changing needs (preferably in person)
2. Assist in finding and referring parent to local services and resources
3. Assist in finding a support group and/or offer to pray with or for the parent, if that is preferred
4. Remain apprised of changes in the parent’s situation
5. Serve as liaison between the parent and WPRP board
6. Ensure the services WPRP offers are being fulfilled with integrity
7. If indicated, refer parents to other organizations
8. Remain a solid, enduring support person to the parent within the community for the duration of the

services received from WPRP, typically one year
9. Advocate for the parent in the community to find assistance as needs arise
10. Sign up parent on the Family Proud app and demonstrate how to utilize it to its full ability
11. Attend monthly roundtable sessions with other Family Friends. (two-hour meeting)



CHARACTERISTICS SKILLS

Compassionate caregiver Listening
Trustworthy listener
Skilled responder

Energetic advocate
Active member in the community

Assessing
Advocating
Supporting
Referring

EXPECTATIONS of a Family Friend:
1. Complete application process: Application, Interview, Criminal Background Check
2. Maintain a positive community standing while volunteering for WPRP
3. Commit to (minimum) one year dedication to parent
4. Successfully complete the training manual (Estimated 8 hour training)
5. Maintain regular communication and report all concerns to supervisor
6. Exhibit professionalism in behavior and appearance - Follow all WPRP policies
7. Always maintain the family’s privacy
8. Always advocate from a selfless perspective for the parent
9. Submit Volunteer Monthly Reports at the beginning of each month
10. Attend monthly round table meetings

VOLUNTEER SAFETY:
Volunteer safety is paramount and of utmost consideration for WPRP. Two Family Friends are assigned to each
parent. Our parents, like our Family Friends, undergo a criminal background check. Volunteers should always err
on the side of personal safety.

TO APPLY:
Fill out the FAMILY FRIEND VOLUNTEER APPLICATION and submit it to kelly@widowedparentRP.org

CONTACT US:
We are happy to answer any questions and address any concerns regarding this special position.
Please contact Kelly Orrico at 865.888.7274 or kelly@widowedparentRP.org.

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/618b735389768753bc977190/623272178f08ed7aebd274ea_WPRF-Family-Friend-Volunteer-Application.docx
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